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ABSTRACT

     Integrity and function of important systems and components in industrial plants has to be maintained for the entire
life cycle. Integrity and function are necessary regarding flanged joints, too. Amongst other aspects, correct function of
a flanged joint is given if it is tight. Additionally, the integrity of the joint has to be guaranteed in operation.
     The basis for integrity and function is established in the state of design. As there were deficits in this state
(especially regarding tightness) methods to monitor emissions got a high priority in some parts of the industry.
     However, due to research work in recent years, the basic understanding of the function of flanged joints has become
more detailed. Especially the gasket behaviour – a point of major troubles – can be included much more realistically in
the analysis today. There are standards for gasket factors and these factors can be evaluated in laboratory tests. And
there are standards for calculation of flanged joints that use these gasket factors.
     A procedure for a reliable design of flanged joints includes a stress analysis and – new in recent developments – a
tightness analysis. On the basis of a careful design that includes both stress and tightness analysis, monitoring of
emissions can be reduced to a redundant measure.

INTRODUCTION

     Integrity and function of important systems and components of an industrial plant has to be maintained for the entire
life cycle. The basis for integrity and function is the state of design; in this state the possible damage mechanisms of
operation are analysed and assessed by correct choice of the materials and by limiting stresses and fatigue usage.
Supposed there was no lack in knowledge in the state of design, the resulting state of quality of a system or a component
after design (and the manufacture process) is maintained in operation. Usually this fact is checked regularly using e.g.
inspections, function tests and non-destructive testing methods. The goal of these inspections and tests is to find
possible damage (results of damage mechanisms).
     It is obvious, that design has the first priority within this procedure. The checks during operation are redundant
measures with lower priority.
     Integrity and function are necessary regarding flanged joints, too. Amongst other aspects, correct function of a
flanged joint is given if it is tight. Tightness means: the joint remains within its tightness class under all states of
operation, i.e. the leak rates (emissions) are limited. Additionally, the integrity of the joint has to be guaranteed for the
entire period of operation; integrity is achieved by limiting the stresses in the component (safety against failure).
     Supported by standards, an appropriate design regarding integrity of flanged joints was and is possible. If there are
problems, they can be found in the field of tightness, mainly. The reasons can be found in not suitable constructions,
lack of knowledge regarding gasket factors, unknown loads, low prestress value (deficits of calculation), insufficient
quality of the mounting procedure, etc. Therefore methods to monitor emissions, i.e. to check tightness, got a high
priority in some parts of the industry. Goal of these measurements is/was to optimise construction details and the
materials of troublesome joints to reduce leakage.
     However, there were significant improvements regarding the tightness analysis in recent years. Tightness analysis
became part of standards for flanged joints. The modelling of the gasket characteristics in calculations became more
realistic, etc.. In other words, the tools for a more reliable design are provided.
     Therefore in this paper, the procedure to design reliable flanged joints, incl. proof of integrity and tightness, is
reviewed and the role of emission monitoring discussed.
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Fig. 1:    Parameters affecting function of flanged joints

PRESUPPOSIONS FOR TIGHTNESS

     In order to achieve a correct function of a joint, the following presuppositions have to be met,  Fig. 1:
- There must be a knowledge of all relevant loads during assembly and in operation.
- The flanges and bolts have to be suitable for the given demands.
- The gasket has to be suitable and the necessary gasket factors have to be known.
- The (assembly-) prestress value has to be determined and the boundary conditions must be controlled in a

calculation. If necessary, tightness and stress analysis have to be performed.
- A suitable mounting procedure (accurate prestressing) has to be chosen.

Relevant Loads
     In operation, a tightening joint is loaded by internal pressure and temperature and - more relevant to
function / tightness - with transients of these parameters. In piping systems there are additional "external" forces and
moments, resulting from thermal constraints of the piping system or from mounting conditions. These loads can lead to
a significant additional loading / unloading of the gasket and have to be considered.

Design / Construction
     Bolts and flanges are standardized in many countries (regarding materials and dimensions). In these standards the
dimensions mainly depend on the data of internal pressure and temperature (p-T ratings). In a first approach this is
sufficient, because the pressure determines the dominant stresses and temperature determines the material (properties
incl. limits). However, the dimension criteria have been evaluated without detailed consideration of the gasket and
additional loads. Therefore in an actual case where loads are known - even for standardized flanges - a detailed analysis
(tightness, stresses) is recommended if the joint is important.
     In general, for flanges and bolts, it is necessary to apply special care regarding the appropriate selection of the
construction of the tightening surfaces (depending on the loads and the gasket), the materials (medium, thermal
expansion) and the stiffness (gasket, additional loads). Most problems arise with valve constructions; regarding valves
not all of the many different constructions are really suitable for the function of tightening joints.

Gasket Characteristics
     The first parameter that has to be taken into account when selecting a gasket, is the long term stability under
operating conditions. Medium, temperature, loads and the expected time of operation are major points to consider. The
necessary gasket factors depend on the construction details: is it a floating type construction or do the flange plates have
metal-to-metal contact. Regarding floating type flanged joints, tightness or the leak rate are determined by a good
seating of the gasket during the mounting procedure and by an application of a sufficient minimum gasket stress in
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every relevant operating state. Additionally, the maximum allowable gasket stress values are important; they - together
with the elastic recovery - characterize the deformation behaviour of the gasket.
     Regarding flanged joints with metal-to-metal contact of the flange plates, it is necessary to know the gasket stress
which is necessary to reach contact, the maximum internal pressure for a given leak rate and the relaxation of the
gasket stress under operation temperature.

Calculations
     The first task of the calculation is to determine the prestress value for mounting. This prestress value depends on
tightening characteristics of the gasket and the allowable stresses of the parts. As a next step, a stress analysis must be
performed for assembly state as well as for the relevant states of operation. Regarding important joints, tightness has to
be proved in more detail, especially if tightness must be guaranteed.

Assembly / Mounting
     The mounting procedure must match the demands on tightness. If the joint is very important and tightness must be
guaranteed, controlled prestressing is necessary.

Fig. 2:    Procedure for design of flanged joints

DESIGN OF FLANGED JOINTS

     The procedure to design a flanged joint with proof of integrity and function, Fig. 2, starts with the definition of the
demands:
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- stress limits (code).
Additionally, the input data like
- type of medium and
- all relevant loads in operation.
have to be determined. The next steps in the procedure are
- choice of the principle design (type);
- selection of the flanges and bolts (type, dimensions, materials)
- selection of the gasket (type, dimensions, gasket factors)
Then detailed analysis is necessary for
- tightness analysis (proof that emissions are limited according to the demanded tightness class) and
- stress analysis (integrity proof, safety against failure).
The procedure is iterative; if one of the proofs fails the user has to go back to the selection of the parts and start again
with a modified design.
     Following above procedure for the design of a joint and the guarantee of function, standards – if available – can
make life easier. As there are a lot of flanged joints in industrial plants the standardization of designs makes sense,
especially in terms of cost reduction. Standardized modelling of material behaviour and the use of standardized
calculation procedures reduce the complexity of the analysis.

Fig. 3:    Gasket factors for floating type flanges and for flanges with metal-to-metal contact

     Regarding the type of the joint and the selection of flanges and bolts it is a reliable choice to use standardized
design. Realistic load patterns have to be determined and provided by the end user.
     For gasket factors of floating type of flanged joints a German standard is available since 1995; actually, there is a
standard in preparation in Europe [1]. However, for flanges with metal-to-metal contact, there are only the definitions
of the gasket factors; they are used in the new version of the German nuclear code KTA 3211.2 [2]. There are standards
for gasket factors in preparation in the U.S., too, but the European approach, Fig. 3,  is of more universal use because
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the gasket factors can be used in calculations whereas the gasket factors as defined in the U.S. (up to today) only
provide data for a selection of gaskets under the aspects of tightness.
     Regarding gasket factors, it is a great improvement that the test procedures are standardized, too, whereas in former
approaches this point was left open which reduced the acceptance drastically. There are test rigs commercially available
for gasket testing. Appropriate gasket factors have to be provided by the gasket manufacturers; alternatively the end
user has to order tests at a testing lab. Data that a noted in standards (appendixes) or in older tables are not up to date;
with most of them the source of information about the test procedures is lost.

Fig. 4:    General procedure for flange calculation

     For calculation purposes (stress analysis for flanged joints with floating gasket) according to the ASME-code gasket
factors m and y are used. However, they are not determined experimentally. This calculation does not provide tightness
analysis. A more overall calculation procedure for flanged joints with floating gasket is provided in the European
standards (EN 1591,[3]). With EN 1591, it is possible to
- input all relevant dimensions and to determination the stiffness of the parts,
- use relevant gasket factors for the selected gasket,
- take into account all relevant operation loads,
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- perform a stress analysis.
Last but not least the analysis gives advise regarding the mounting procedure. A general procedure for stress and
tightness analysis is given in Fig. 4.
     Actually, for flanged joints with metal-to-metal contact there is only a simplified approach in the German nuclear
code KTA 3211.2. It was proved that the calculation works successfully with the new gasket factors [4].

POSSIBILITIES OF EMISSION MONITORING

     There are limits for the emission of (hazardous) media in a lot of countries. The main purpose of emission
monitoring is to identify “leakers” amongst tightening joints. If a leaker is found attempts are made by maintenance
actions to reduce emissions.
     Problems with the monitoring procedures regarding accuracy and repeatability of the measurements (depend on
location, environment etc.) are well known but they are neglected, usually. But there are other problems resp.
disadvantages to consider :
- Emission monitoring give no hints towards the cause of failure.
- If an emission above limits is detected it is too late for a corrective action. Only maintenance can help.
- Emission results are only valid for the tested specimen, i.e. the results can not be transferred.
Emission monitoring as an isolated method to achieve tightness of flanged joints is meaningless and it has no
economical basis. From economic aspects it is much more effective to invest in a reliable design, thus reducing the
causes of failures rather than looking for the results of failures.
     However, within a concept for tightness and function of flanged joints, emission monitoring is an important
redundant measure (similar to the non-destructive testing in ageing measurement) to check the quality of design.

CONCLUSIONS

- Due to research work in recent years, the basic understanding of the function of flanged joints
has become more detailed.

- Especially the gasket behaviour – a point of major troubles – can be included much more
realistically in the analysis today. There are standards for gasket factors and these factors can be
evaluated in laboratory tests.

- There are standards for calculation of flanged joints that use these gasket factors.
- The procedure for a reliable design of flanged joints is clear. This procedure includes a stress

analysis and – new in recent developments – a tightness analysis.
- On the basis of a careful design that includes both stress and tightness analysis, monitoring of

emissions can be “reduced” to a redundant measure.
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